INTRODUCTION
The Tennis For Free (TFF) session is entirely focused
on providing a great mass participation tennis
experience for the whole family.

PARENT & CHILD GROUP - DRILLS & GAMES

Session content is important to create this
environment and hence we’ve created this manual
to provide an ‘easy to deliver’ format to ensure that
attendees have a great tennis experience.

printable drill & game cards that showcase the best exercise and

All TFF Drills & Games are easy to deliver by coaches,
assistants or volunteers.
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DRILLS & GAMES DOCUMENTS
The Drills & Games document for the Parent & Child Group features
games for this group. It also features Circuit Station cards (for the

Fun Circuit) that can be printed and placed by each Circuit Station.
Please visit this link: https://tennisforfree.com/uploads/tff-drills-

games-pg.pdf

TFF sessions do not feature coaching and instead
session content is focused around mass participation
drills and games.

BEGINNERS GROUP - DRILLS & GAMES

We’ve listed the various drills and games that are
most suited to TFF sessions in separate documents
that can be seen by accessing the links opposite.

for this group. The Beginner group is almost entirely game based.

It’s important that there’s 3x coaches, assistants
or volunteers that each deliver a sub group of the
session. It’s important that each coach, assistant or
volunteer are aware of which sub group they will be
running ahead of the session. They will be required to
read and understand the specific drills
and games document matching that
sub group.

The Beginners Group document outlines the best structure and games

Please visit this link: https://tennisforfree.com/uploads/tff-drillsgames-beginners.pdf

IMPROVERS+ GROUP - DRILLS & GAMES
For those rally capable players, we’ve got a variety of drills and games
that work great in this environment and are easily replicable by the
attendees and volunteers of the session. Please download from:

https://tennisforfree.com/uploads/tff-drills-games-improvers.pdf

THE TFF SUB GROUPS
PARENT & CHILD GROUP

The Parent & Child sub group is typically for children aged 4yrs-8yrs and requires a parent or carer to be actively engaged
in the session with their child. The session uses sponge or low compression balls and you as the TFF deliverer of the
session will organise a combination of One-to-One exercises for parents and their child(ren) and group games bringing
everyone together.
In the Open Play session, the court is unsupervised for parents to utilise the equipment with their children and play their
own games.

BEGINNER GROUP
The Beginner Group is for those players who aren’t yet able to rally on a court. Typically, this group will feature children
ages 7yrs - 13 yrs, but can feature older juniors and even adults if they are comfortable participating in this group. The TFF
deliverer of this session will focus the session around engaging games.
This group is not factored into the Open Play session but the stronger beginner level players can try the Improvers+ Open
Play hour and weaker beginners can play with their parents on the Parent & Child Group court.

IMPROVERS+ GROUP

This group is for players that can rally a ball. It typically features a mixed level of players and sub dividing this group
across two courts is one way to match standards. This group is always best to start with TFF Quick Fire to understand
the differing standards. The Open Play session is specifically focused around this group and best when the community
organise the content (with coach on hand to supervise or steer).
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EXAMPLE TFF SESSION
Parent & Child

|

Beginner

|

Improvers+

EXAMPLE TFF SESSION 2
Parent & Child

|

Beginner

|

Improvers+

First 5 minutes taken up with welcoming players to the TFF session. Next 5 minutes getting people together

10am-10:15am

First 5 minutes taken up with welcoming players to the TFF session. Next 5 minutes getting people together
as a large group and outlining important information about the session (such as the importance or

10am-10:15am

10:15am - 10:30am

10:30am - 10:45am

10:45am - 11am
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11am -11:30pm

* Fun Circuit

* Quick Fire - Short Court
* Quick Fire - Tap Hit

* Quick Fire - Singles
* Quick Fire - Doubles

* Battleships
* Goaly

* Battleships
* Attack 2 Ten

* Pressure Doubles
* Cardio Drop Drill

* Tidy Your Room
* Rollo

* Jail
* CC - King of the Court

* CC - Double Ball
* Around the World

UNSUPERVISED COURT
Equipment left out for parents to use with children

No OPEN PLAY group for
beginners. Parents must
supervise into either Improvers+ or play with them
on P&G court

OPEN PLAY SESSION
Start with Quick Fire
SIngles and let communiiy
organise for remainder of
Open Play session.

as
a large group
and outlining
information
the session
(such as
the open
importance
or
registration
and booking
in forimportant
each session)
and any about
promotional
information
(club
days, wider
registration and booking in for each session) and any promotional information (club open days, wider

registration and booking in for each session) and any promotional information (club open days, wider
programme..etc). Last 5 minutes of the Intros & warm up block as a warm up based game - Handball

First
5 minutes
up with welcoming
players to the
TFF session.
Next(such
5 minutes
people
as a large
grouptaken
and outlining
important information
about
the session
as thegetting
importance
or together

programme..etc). Last 5 minutes of the Intros & warm up block as a warm up based game - Handball

10:15am - 10:30am

10:30am - 10:45am

10:45am - 11am

11am -11:30pm

* Feed & Hit

* Quick Fire - Short Court
* Quick Fire - Tap Hit

* Quick Fire - Singles
* Quick Fire - Triples

* Fun Circuit

* Jail
* Wipeout

** CC
- Ground/Volley/
Attack
2 Ten
Smash

* Prison Break
* Cross the River

* Minefield
* Attack 2 Ten

UNSUPERVISED COURT
Equipment left out for parents to use with children

No OPEN PLAY group for
beginners. Parents must
supervise into either Improvers+ or play with them
on P&G court

* CC - Double Ball
* Around the World
OPEN PLAY HOUR
Start with Double Ball
Champions and let
communiiy organise for
remainder of Open Play.
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TFF SESSION DELIVERY GUIDELINES

The Improvers+ group is a very important subgroup. Unfortunately, engaging adults (especially
those who have come to bring their children) can
be difficult and some pursuation is needed to get
adults on court. Those that try out the session
are likely to come back and are potentially future
volunteers in helping deliver the TFF sessions.

It’s essential when delivering the TFF sessions to
run the sessions as per the specified format and with
drills and games that TFF have approved.
The reason is simply the fact that the TFF
environment is mass-participation, features mixed
level ability of players, has players of vastly differing
ages, has all players playing at same time, and is
run on as little as 3x courts. All of this provides for a
very difficult delivery environment and without some
specified guidelines and ‘ready to go’ drills and
games that have proven to work, the session could
very quickly become unenjoyable, unproductive and
potentially a health and safety risk.
Of course, we don’t want to stiffle creativity and if
you’ve got some ideas, drills or games of your own
that don’t appear in our approved list, then please
tell us, we’ll more than likely be happy to include
them if they are popular and add to the enjoyment.
It’s also important that in addition to reading this
document that you read and digest the TFF Drills and
Games documents. There are 3x separate documents
that are mentioned with links above.
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If you’re running a TFF Lite site, then there is no
Parent & Child Group and hence only two coaches,
assistants or volunteers are required.

After the introductions and warm-up, it’s important
to ensure that the Improvers+ sub-group starts
with the Quick Fire series of games. These games
are great and ideally suited to this group. It also
allows the deliverer of the session to understand
the levels of the players. Ending with ‘Around the
World’ is also a fun end to the coach-led first hour.
The Beginner sub-group is likely to feature juniors
who aren’t yet able to rally on a full court. Despite
this, if an older junior or even adult is happy to
participate in this group, then they’re welcome to
do so. Equally, if there’s a young junior who is a
good player, then regardless of their age, they’re
better suited to the Improvers+ group.
It’s important to state at the start of the session
that the Beginners group only features in Hour 1.
However, if players in this group are on the verge
of being rally capable, then they can perhaps
be encouraged to join the Improvers+ group in
the Open Play session with a tap-hit privilege if
needed.
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THE TFF CORE GAMES
QUICK FIRE

3, The game creates a great social atmosphere as the
game is lively and the brief ‘off court’ waiting can
spark small conversations.

One of TFF’s core games that should be used for
every session in the Improvers+ sub-group (after the
introductions and warm up) is “Quick Fire” which
can be used in either the singles, doubles or triples
format.

4, The TFF deliverer isn’t required in the game and
can passively assess player standards for follow-on
activities in the session.

The name of this game has been derived from the
significance of the feed of a player entering the
court. The game is focused around a ‘winner stays on’
environment and when challengers enter the court,
they are encouraged to try to gain an advantage in
the point by feeding the ball in quickly (after the
previous player(s) has/have exited the court).
This game is an ideal start to the session for the
following reasons:
1 - It allows for large numbers of players to play on a
court.
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2 - The game (due to competitive feeding) is a “strong
player neutraliser” and as long as all players are
rally-capable to some level, they’ll all get significant
enjoyment from the game.

5, Very weak players can be given a tap-hit privilege
to allow for them to compete on a level playing field
with the stronger players.
The versions of this game are outlined over the next
couple of pages.

AROUND THE WORLD
For the last 5 minutes of the ‘Coach Led Hour’ a
“one life only” game of Around the World is a great
finish point to the first hour. Ensuring the game is
one life only allows for a quick conclusion to the
game.
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Overview

‘Around the World’ is a popular game with
both adults and children. The game centres
around a single shot being played with the
sole aim to ensure that the shot lands ‘in
court’. After hitting a shot, the player runs
anti-clockwise around the court to join the
queue at the other end of the court.
Players have a single life and when their
life is lost (as a result of failing to land the
ball ‘in court’), they are eliminated from the
game. The pace of the game is
dramatically increased as more and more
players are eliminated. Players continue to
run around the court until there are just two
players remaining. At this point, a single
point is played between the two finalists to
determine the winner.

AROUND THE WORLD

GOALS OF OPEN PLAY
The Open Play session is an essential part of the TFF
weekly session. It’s the success of this additional 1/2
hour that will likely determine the sustainability of
the scheme after the funding period has ended.
The goals of the Open Play session are to ensure
that the community have the skills and confidence to
deliver this session by themselves.

Key Considerations
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* As ‘Around the World’ is an elimination
based game with just ‘one life’, ‘TFF
Quick Fire - Singles’ is an ideal
companion game to run alongside
‘Around the World’ on the adjacent court.
This allows players to feed into this
companion game when they are
eliminated from ‘Around the World’.
Operating a companion game ensures that
there is still tennis plenty of tennis
for those that exit the game early on.
* When a rally breaks down, the next
player in the queue from the side that has
most players should feed the ball into play.
* A decision on whether the game is played
in the doubles court or singles court needs
to be made and told to the players
before the game starts.
* ‘Around the World’ is particularly suited
as the last game of the tennis session.

THE OPEN PLAY SESSION

An LTA accredited Level 2 or higher coach is required
to supervise the Open Play session and this person’s
role is to achieve the following:
KEY

1 - To ensure the environment is safe.
Player feeds ball
into court to re-start
a broken down
rally. The end of the
court with the most
players should feed
the ball in.
Players move in an
anti-clockwise
direction around the
court.

2 - To ensure that those wishing to use the Parent &
Child court know that it is simply the ‘equipment left
out’ and that the court is unsupervised.
3 - To have made it clear (in hour 1 preferably) that
the Beginners group isn’t featured in the Open Play.
Any rally capable juniors are very welcome to engage
in the Improvers+ group for the Open Play or play
independently with their parents.

4 - To steer the community into continuing the types
of games delivered in hour 1. For example, the coach
could start the community off with Quick Fire and
have them steer the session thereafter. It is often the
case that some people like to break off into separate
doubles type environments, so where possible, trying
to keep the group together is beneficial.
5 - To look out for emergent leaders. Emergent
leaders will likely make great volunteers in hour 1
and be the ones to drive the session in the Open Play
session. Emergent leaders are likely to be interested
in doing coach qualifications too. Please therefore
encourage emergent leaders where possible.
6 - It’s important to be flexible and adaptable in
the Open Play session as the main purpose of this
session is that it is primarily led by the community
themselves. There’s also the chance to use this part
of the session to promote the wider programme at
your club and your own coaching services.
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